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The first quarter of 2018 has been a busy one for Ingenia. We have well and truly got the feet under the desk
at our new premesis in Mile End. We’ve already had a number of interested clients visit us and are looking
forward to showing a few more around. Most of our work has been in the materials handling sector with
cement production the biggest area for project activity. We are seeing similar activity in the materials handling
scope at BHP OD and are collaborating with some innovative partners to propose out of the box solutions for
that project. We are also looking forward to getting involved in a number of defence infrastructure projects
that are starting to break in Adelaide. As always we are busy in food and beverage, supporting our ongoing
clients in brewing, packaging and wine.

HAZOP & RISK ASSESSMENTS

Introducing our BDM, Leigh Whicker. With twenty years of experience across
agriculture, mining, oil & gas and defence Ingenia is well placed to have the client
facing side well looked after. Having worked in operational, technical and
commercial roles in the mentioned industries, his level of understanding for all
facets of a business gives clients comfort in having Ingenia talking sense from day
one. Leigh has tertiary qualifications in agribusiness and ongoing study of MBA
and Project Management

On Tuesday, I
volunteered for the Easter picnic for disabled,
disadvantaged and special needs kids. It was held at the
Adelaide Zoo and attracted almost 1800 kids. I had the job
of dressing up as Easter Bunny for the day and ‘enjoyed’
having my head and tail almost pulled off, as well as a couple
of punches to the stomach. But it’s great to see what joy
these events bring to the kids’ faces. Variety SA run 3 events
a year of this type, a mid-year party and Xmas party, and this
was my 22nd time volunteering.”
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